Sir William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865)
the influence of the
1880s temperance
struggles on his
posthumous
reputation
Sir William Rowan and Lady Helena Maria Hamilton around 1860
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A brilliant mathematician ...

Sir William Rowan Hamilton, born in Dublin in 1805, is
generally seen as Ireland's greatest mathematician
But he seemed to have done all his work while having
been unhappily married, and later in life even alcoholic

... with a very unhappy reputation

This view on Hamilton was concluded from an enormous
biography, published in the 1880s by the reverend and
classicist Robert Perceval Graves (1810-1893)

Alleged drunkenness and gossip
At the IHoM5 in Maynooth I discussed how Hamilton's
alcoholic reputation in Dublin had started with an event in
1846 at which he had seemed to be drunk
Hamilton became severely gossiped about in Dublin
Charles Graves, reverend and mathematician, and brother
of the later biographer Robert Graves, warned Hamilton
about his reputation

Alleged drunkenness and gossip
Hamilton abstained from drinking alcohol for two years,
but started to drink alcohol again in 1848
For some years Hamilton occasionally drank much at public
gatherings, when happily socializing after long periods of
hard work
It further enhanced the Dublin gossip, and around 1851
Charles Graves warned Hamilton again
Thereafter Hamilton did not drink much in public any more

Robert Graves' 1880s biography
This is a continuation of that presentation
Two subjects will be discussed:
- what made Graves' biography so prone to
misinterpretations,
- what may have been Graves' motive not to defend
Hamilton against the allegations of alcoholism

Befriending the Graves family

While still at college Hamilton had befriended
John Thomas Graves, and that friendship had

John Thomas Graves

extended to the whole Graves family, including
John's younger brothers Robert and Charles
Robert Perceval Graves

Charles Graves

Graves

An admired friend
Robert Graves had been deeply impressed by Hamilton
In an article published in 1842 he wrote, for instance, that
his friend possessed
"a buoyant cheerfulness, an ingenious simplicity, a kindly
human-heartedness, glad to praise, and glad to receive
the reward of genuine approbation, a patient candour, a
singleness of fidelity to truth, a love of all that is
intellectually or morally noble"

A biography about a friend ...

After Hamilton's death in 1865 his children asked
Robert Graves to write the biography, even though
he was not a mathematician
William Edwin

The whole project took Graves twenty-four years,
and the biography was published in three volumes
between 1882 and 1889
Archibald Henry

Helen Eliza Amelia

... with extraordinary friendships

Graves filled the biography with letters from or
to Hamilton and commented on them, always
showing his admiration for his wonderful friend
John Pringle Nichol

Most of these correspondences are with fellow
scientists and people who were so important in
their times that many of them are still wellknown today

Samuel Coleridge

A biography about a friend ...
Because the biography consists of letters, many people
are underexposed because Hamilton did not
correspond with them, such as his direct family, local
friends and neighbours
Graves only mentioned people close by if it was useful
for showing Hamilton's "noble moral qualities," or if
Dunsink Observatory 1835

something important happened due to them

... prone to misinterpretations
The focus on important people means that even though
the biography is hardly about Hamilton's work, it is
also hardly about his domestic life at the observatory
It seems as if Hamilton's family, assistant, staff,
servants, families living on the premises, neighbours
and local friends did not have any influence on him
But searching the biography and other relevant sources,
a good home life is found

A most gossiped about genius

Searching for a reason why Graves placed such an
emphasis on showing how many eminent people
admired Hamilton, it seems that he judged it to be the
best method to counteract the gossip in Dublin

Gossip
An indication for widespread gossip can be found in the
Preface of the first volume, written in 1882, when
Graves mentions why he accepted the task of writing the
biography
"I gave a reluctant consent, wishing that the memory of my
friend had been more fortunate, but at the same time
conscious that by me would be devoted to it the warmth
of honest affection and admiration, and the desire to be
just and truthful"

Gossip
Graves does not explain why
Hamilton's memory was unfortunate,
which indicates that he expected his
readers to know what it was all about
It is one of the many indications that
he was writing the biography for his
contemporaries, not for posterity

Dublin ca 1890, Robert French
National Library of Ireland, Lawrence Photographic Collection

A most gossiped about genius
A further indication for gossip can be read in an eulogy
written in 1865 by Charles Graves, who as a
mathematician worked with Hamilton and later became
bishop
"Those who did not actually know how he was employed,
or who had formed a false estimate of his character,
might imagine him indolently reposing upon his laurels,
or pursuing his studies in a desultory way"

A remote observatory

That people did not know how Hamilton lived his
daily life was influenced by the remoteness of the
observatory, in a time people had to walk or travel
on horseback
Most people did not see Hamilton live his daily life
Dunsink Observatory as seen from
Navan Road Parkway Station, August 2019

A most gossiped about genius
To a friend Charles Graves wrote,
"[Hamilton] was a wonderful creature: and now that he is
removed from amongst us people judge him more
tenderly, and more fairly estimate his greatness. For
infirmities such as he possessed there are excuses the
force of which can be felt only by those who have had
some large experience of human nature and its frailties, or
who have themselves felt the craving for stimulus after the
excessive exertion of mind"
Grave of Sir and Lady Hamilton at Mount Jerome

Sipping porter
The last part of that sentence is actually a strange
remark, because from a story written to Graves by
Hamilton's eldest son William Edwin it is known that
Hamilton did not drink after "the excessive exertion
of mind"
Instead he "sipped" porter to stay awake when he
was working late and wanted to finish an interesting
investigation
Traditional Victorian Porter with Pale Brown
and Black Malts makes this a Rich Dark Porter
with Chocolate and Coffee Flavours

Sipping porter

The question is not whether that was healthy
or not; in those times nothing was known
about long-term effects of drinking alcohol

Similar opinions

However, the importance of Charles Graves' remark is that it is
very similar to what Robert Graves wrote in his biography
about drinking after work
Another similarity is that the Graves brothers believed that
Hamilton suffered from 'cravings' which according to Robert
were caused by drinking regularly, as Hamilton did when
sipping porter at home

Worries about a friend ...
Such similarities of opinion strongly suggest that they talked
and corresponded about Hamilton's "injurious habits"
Also, that Robert, who lived in England during the largest
part of Hamilton's marriage, received his information from
Charles, who lived in Dublin
And that they were, as real friends, genuinely concerned
about Hamilton, even if Hamilton saw it differently

... not wanting to give up a harmless habit
Hamilton had openly enjoyed the "pleasures of the
table"
He was a happy, social drinker; he never drank to
suppress emotions
When around 1850 the temperance movements gained
influence he did not want to give up a for him harmless
habit
Old Christmas, Washington Irving (1876)
University of Adelaide, 2018

A changing society

But Graves published his biography in the
1880s, some twenty years after Hamilton's
death, and by then society had changed
Hamilton ca 1846,
in his early forties

Robert Graves seemingly in his seventies,
therefore around the 1880s,
when he was writing the biography

Concealments and misinterpretations
Commenting on Hamilton's "injurious habit" of drinking
alcohol, Graves criticised both Hamilton and his wife, yet
without wanting to give details
He did not reveal what the problem had been at the 1846
event when Hamilton allegedly had been drunk, and he did
not mention how long the second period lasted, during
which Hamilton occasionally drank much at public
gatherings

Concealments and misinterpretations

Thus leaving the details to the imagination of
the reader in a time in which the temperance
movement was active and strong, it was
readily concluded from the biography that
Hamilton had been alcoholic during the last
twenty years of his life

Graves' three-volumed biography

Most exaggerated gossip

But Graves never said that Hamilton had been alcoholic
On the contrary, he stated that the Dublin gossip about
Hamilton's drinking had been "most exaggerated"
Graves' decisions for the biography are therefore
puzzling

Puzzling decisions

He was writing for his contemporaries who knew at least
the stories, which means that he could not leave the
alcohol out
Yet Hamilton had not been drunk at the 1846 event, and
Graves could have used that argument
He did not choose to do that, and the question is why

The Irish Temperance Movements

The most likely reason is the direct involvement
of Charles and Robert Graves in the temperance
movement around the 1880s, when the biography
was published

Walt Whitman,
Franklin Evans, or The Inebriate: A Tale of the Times

The Holy War Against Alcohol

There was an obvious political side to the
Protestant side of the temperance movement,
Library of Congress

"From the sixteenth-century critical
depictions of Irish drinking habits were
routinely used to justify the attempted
colonisation of an 'uncivilized' people"

Alice Mauger (2021),
A great race of drinkers? Irish interpretations of
alcoholism and drinking stereotypes, 1945–1975

Harper's Weekly 16 February 1867

The Holy War Against Alcohol

The Protestant middle classes set up "various
temperance organisations throughout [the
19th century], the primary goal seemingly
being to bolster their position in society while
denigrating the customs of their Catholic
social inferiors"
Punch, 3 May 1911

Alice Mauger (2021),
A great race of drinkers? Irish interpretations of
alcoholism and drinking stereotypes, 1945–1975

The Graves brothers and the biography
Realising that there may have been many motives
to become active in the temperance movements,
the focus here is on the Graves brothers
We do not know what their motives were
What is important here is that between 1878 and
1888 Charles Graves was active in the temperance
movement, and Robert, who had returned to
Dublin in 1864, was at least supporting him

Sunday closing
"In the 1860s legislation was introduced defining the
opening hours of beer, cider, spirit or wine retailers from
7 a.m. to 11 p.m. except Sunday, Good Friday [etc], when
Irish pubs
in Utrecht

the hours were from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m."
"The Temperance Societies strongly pressed Sunday
closing and earlier Saturday closing as further measures,
and the Capital became the centre of this prolonged and
bitter conflict"
(A. J. Nowlan (1954),
Dublin Historical Record, 106-108

Sunday closing

In 1878 the Sunday Closing Act came into place
In the five large cities Dublin, Belfast, Limerick,
Waterford and Cork, on Sunday the public houses
were allowed to be open from 2 - 7 pm; in the
The Great Famine and The Dropping Well

county they were strictly closed all day (except to
travellers)

Sunday closing
Also in 1878 the Irish Association for the Prevention
of Intemperance was founded
In 1881 the Association published a Declaration for
extension of Sunday closing to the five cities
1881:
Declaration

Charles Graves was one of the vice-presidents,
Robert Graves was one of the subscribers of the
Declaration

Sunday closing
In 1884 the Association published the results of five
years of the Sunday Closing act
The sentiments are obvious; calling it the "Sunday
Closing controversy," it is written in the Introduction,
"To-day we camp within sight of the battlefield.
1884: Report of

To-morrow it may be the smoke and din of the actual

a Social

conflict - hence the necessity for an accurate resume

Experiment

of the entire facts"

Sunday closing
In 1888 the Association intensified their demands,
also arguing for early closing on Saturday
Charles Graves still was one of the vice-presidents,
and he submitted one of the short declarations,
which were all "in favour of making the Sunday
1888:
Opinions

Closing Act permanent, extending its operation to
every city and town in Ireland, and of curtailing the
Saturday hours for sale"

The Graves brothers and Sunday closing

Between 1878 and 1888 especially Charles Gaves, but
doubtlessly also Robert, were obviously very committed
to the in their eyes urgent case of shortening the
opening hours of public houses

Sunday closing and the biography

Robert Graves thus published his biography, about a
friend, for his contemporaries, precisely during the
"battle" about the Sunday closing
He was not in any position to defend Hamilton directly,
by arguing that he had been a sensible drinker with a
harmless habit

Sunday closing and the biography
Defending Hamilton, he would have become questionable
for having turned a blind eye to his friend
That would not only hurt his brother's cause, but also
aggravate his work as a reverend
He seems to have been a kind and empathetic man, and
as a reverend he will have seen the consequences of
drunkenness too often

Choices for the biography

Graves appears to have judged that there were only two
ways in which he could be honest in his biography, yet
at the same time try to counteract the gossip

The good opinions of eminent people

The first was to fill the biography with letters
by important people who very highly praised
Hamilton's character, which would
counteract the gossip by less important
people
Maria Edgeworth

It led to the earlier mentioned unbalance in
the biography
William Wordsworth

Choices for the biography
The second was to argue openly that it was not just
Hamilton's fault; his wife could have prevented it
If Lady Hamilton would have made certain that her
husband had lived his life in "healthy order" Hamilton
would have become a teetotaller
And Graves could proudly have described the life of his
wonderful friend

Blaming Lady Hamilton
Graves did not claim the marriage was unhappy; he called
them an "attached couple" and Lady Hamilton a "good
woman"
But he believed that she had been "incapable" of
"governing" her husband because she had been "weak of
body and mind"
Not considering, apparently, that she may have agreed
with her husband that it was a harmless habit

Blaming Lady Hamilton
It ruined Lady Hamilton's posthumous reputation; she
became to be seen as a "semi-invalid" "weakling" who
let parts of the house come to "resemble a pigsty"*
Despite sentences in her letters as "please give my kind
love to dear Ms Edgeworth," she became a bystander in
her own marriage
It was not in any way what Graves had been aiming at
E.T. Bell (1937),
Men of Mathematics

An attached couple
Without the battle of the temperance
movements Graves could have decided to leave
the 1846 event out
Or he could have decided to show that
Hamilton had not been drunk then, and
around 1851 stopped drinking much in public
Or that in Hamilton's case it really had been a
Wayman, P.A. (1987), Dunsink Observatory,
1785-1985 : A Bicentennial History.

harmless habit because he never lost control

An attached couple

In all cases the biography would have
consisted of two-thousand pages of pure
admiration
And no one would have doubted what
Hamilton wrote himself about his private life

A studious and happy life
As he did for instance in 1854, when he wrote
to his friend Thomas Disney that his poetry
was
"an assistance towards preserving for myself,
and sometimes communicating to friends, a
few records of the pleasurable or painful
feelings of what has been, upon the whole,
a studious and happy life"

Conclusion

It is time to
stop the
gossip

